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Celebrating Diwali with new ideas
Diwali is one the most

important festival of Hindus It
is celebrated with great
enthusiasm throughout the
length and breadth of India. It
is a festival of lights. Great
perpetrations are made for this
festival. Everyone starts making
arrangement one month before
Diwali, new cloths are
purchased, houses are cleaned
and decorated with lights,
flowers etc. Diwali is celebrated
by Hindus, Jains, and Sikhs and
Newar Buddhists. It is to mark
different historical events, but
they all symbolise the victory
of light over darkness,
knowledge over ignorance,
good over evil, hope over
despair.

People call and invite their
nearest and dearest ones.Well-
decorated houses add oomph
to festivities. Though Diwali is
definitely about lights, there are
numerous other simple yet
beautiful ways to celebrate it.
It is the time when we clean
every corner of our home to
give it a fresh and bright festive
look. Try putting up fancy
decorations with diyas, candles,
flower decoration, torans,
string lights, rangoli, idols of
Ganesha and Goddess Laxmi
and they may change the look
of the house. There are many
ideas that can help you to
enhance your house interior
and exterior this festival. "Give
your home a look completely
different from the regular decor,
but keep practicality in mind,"
says Priya Nadeem, an interior
designer. Here are a few easy,
not-too-expensive ways to do
up your home this Diwali, but
feel free to add your own
unique touch. Diwali being a
festival of lights you can add a
personal touch to your lighting;
be different. Simple handmade

paper lanterns can be made.
DECORATIVE DIYAS AND

CANDLES: Decorative candles
and diyas are main f features of
Diwali. You can make decorative
candles and diyas at your home.
Use waste cans to make candle
holders, wrap this can with
colored paper and put the
candles in it. Place candles in
your living room, on the exterior
wall. If there is a f garden in your
house, decorate your yard with
diyas and candles make sure that
they do not harm
plants. Put diyas
on the wall of
garden and you
can hang candle
holders in the
garden; it gives
an il lusion of
hanging lights.
Diyas and
candles come in
artistic designs.
Light up your
home with
aromatic candles.
Floating diyas are
also available in different shapes
in the market, a glass bowl
having floating candles and diyas
in it looks aesthetic.

FLOWER DECORATION:
Flowers makes your home
fragrant and beautiful. Flowers
are great to decorate your home.
Take some flowers and make a
garland of it. Decorate this
garland on stair railings, stair
handles and at the house
entrance. Attach string lights
with this floral garland to add
beauty to your home decoration.
Put rose flowers in a glass bowl
filled with water and place it at
dining table or living room table.
Take an exclusive flower vase,
arrange it with aromatic flowers,
and make it a centrepiece of
house.

DIWALI RANGOLI: Rangoli is

the art of drawing images and
figures on floor with chalk,
colourful sawdust and flour grain
to welcome Goddess Lakshmi.
The common rangoli themes for
Diwali are holy symbols like
mangal kalash, Goddess Laxmi's
footsteps at house entrance,
Om, swastik, lighted Deepak,
shree etc. To enhance the beauty
of your rangoli, place a lighted
diya at the centre of the rangoli.
You can also use flower petals
and leaves to enhance the

beauty of the
Rangoli. Add
some gold and
silver glitter on
top of your
rangoli to add a
sparkle to your
Diwali.

DECORATIVE
LIGHTS: You
can adorn your
home with
d e c o r a t i v e
lights; decorate
exterior walls
with string

lights. If you have a garden,
decorate it with decorative lights;
deck up the big trees with string
lights. Pillars can be decorated
with flowers and light strings.
This Diwali, you can adorn your
living room with a chandelier.

FURNISHING: Try new
Home furnishing items such as
bed sheets, new pi l lows,
furniture coverings, f loor
carpets and curtains around the
home to bring a new life in your
home. Do not have budget to
buy new than just wash your old
ones in little warm water with
some good detergent powered
and iron them properly to get
new shine in them. If your
bedroom lacks brightness and
you do not have time to get it
repainted before Diwali, put a
bright painting, throw in some

bright colour cushions, wrap
a cotton decorative sari to
your curtain and there you
are, the room wil l look
different and brighter without
much time spent.

ACCESSORIES: Give your
interiors a new look by
repositioning the furniture.
Put a bright coloured painting
on one of the room walls. New
cushions and curtains will
certainly add a festive look to
your home. Torans are a
popular decor accessory for
Diwali. These hangings can be
used to decorate entrance
door, arches and mandirs.
Torans embel lished with
mirrors and bells hanging at
the house entrance welcome
guests. Bells can be creative
by using conventional and
unconventional bells and diyas
to decorate one corner of the
house. An assortment of bells
and diyas of different sizes
hung and placed at different
heights will give the room an
interesting effect

DIWALI POOJA
DECORATION: On this
auspicious day, idols of Lord
Ganesha and Goddess Laxmi
are worshipped. Place flower
garlands of beautiful flowers
near the feet of idols, along
with the pooja thali. Instead
of using a plain thali, decorate
the pooja thali to give it
traditional and beautiful
look.Pooja thalis are also
available in different shapes,
colours and designs in market.
To give a modern feel to this
tradition decorate the pooja
thal i or buy a beautiful
decorative one.
Vinod Chandrashekhar Dixit
dixitpatrakar@yahoo.in
B-15 Jyoti-Kalash Society,
Jodhpur Tekra Satellite,
Ahmedabad - 380 015.

Ahmedabad: Spreading the
festive cheer, Times Network's
English Entertainment channels,
Movies NOW, Romedy NOW and
MNX, has curated special
properties offering wholesome
entertainment to its viewers this
Diwali. Showcasing best in class
English entertainment, Movies
Now, Romedy Now and MNX
present the perfect opportunity
for the viewers to spend this
festive season with their families
and binge watch their all-time
favourite Hollywood movies.

Oodles of entertainment is on
the menu this Diwali as the all-
new refreshed Romedy NOW
showcases two crackling
properties titled 'Diwali Delights'
and 'Cracker of A Film Festival'.
With an eclectic mix of
Hollywood titles, 'Diwali
Delights', every Monday to Friday
at 11 PM till October 28, includes

Movies NOW, Romedy NOW and MNX
celebrate Diwali with special movie line up

an amazing line-up of movies
such as, Ted 2, Love the
Coopers, Burnt, Aloha, Friends
with Benefits and many more.
Offering a Diwali special movie
marathon with 'Cracker of A Film
Festival' on October 26 & 27 at
1 pm to 5pm, the viewers will
get a chance to binge watch
some of the most loved
Hollywood films such as Girls
Trip, Fifty Shades Darker, Jerry
Maguire, Made of Honour,
Sherlock Holmes and The Hero.

Keeping the festive spirits
high, MOVIES NOW with 'Flash
& Flare', is set to bring an
amazing selection of Hollywood
blockbusters including, The
Avengers, The Amazing
Spiderman 2, The Amazing
Spiderman, Guardians of Galaxy,
Moana, Finding Nemo amongst
others, every night at 9 pm till
October 26. (19-8)

Ahmedabad: Leading
industrial and automotive
supplier, Schaeffler India Limited
(BSE: 505790, NSE:
SCHAEFFLER) is focused
towards supporting railway
modernization and today
showcased a range of products
for the changing needs and high
capacity demands of the
country's railway industry.
Schaeffler displayed both locally
manufactured and imported

Schaeffler India showcases locally
developed products at IREE 2019

range of products, including
future technologies enabling
urban mobility at the IREE 2019.

Locally developed products
New generation Tapered Roller
Bearing Units i.e. TAROL
bearings for passenger coaches
TAROL bearings 'i.e. Tapered
Roller Bearing Units which are
used as wheelset bearings
support rail vehicles such as
goods, carriage and passenger
coaches. (19-8)

Ahmedabad: World-leading
smartphone brand OPPO
officially upgraded the ColorOS
limited public trial version based
on Android 10. The Reno will be
the first to upgrade, other
handsets such as Reno 10x
Zoom and Reno 2 wil l be
upgrading within the year of
2019. And this pre-release trial
version of the new update
covers India, Indonesia,
Malaysia, and Thailand. This is
limited to just few thousands
users and will be open to apply
starting October 25.

As its one of the most
important partners of the
Android ecosystem, OPPO's
ColorOS is one of the first
systems to work with Android
10, and the newer ColorOS 6 is

OPPO to Offer Users Android 10 ColorOS
Trial, and Reno is the First to Upgrade

the original Android 10 with
features customized for OPPO
users. This brings many new
experiences in terms of visual
interaction, security and
convenience such as gesture
navigation, and improved
privacy settings. (20-4)

Ahmedabad: The first season
of Zee TV's popular show Ishq
Subhan Allah kept the audiences
on the edge of their seats with
its engaging plot full of twists and
turns, bringing forth Kabir
(Adnan Khan) and Zara's (Eisha
Singh) love story set against the
backdrop of their conflicting
views on the interpretation of
religion. As the lovers were on
the brink of a happily ever after,
viewers see Eisha Singh who
currently plays the role of Zara
being murdered by her enemies
as her stint draw to a close in a
strong climax on the final
episode of season 1.

The story cuts to 1 year
down the line and the beginning
of season 2 where the viewers
will witness the entry of the
gorgeous Tunisha Sharma in a
lead role opposite Adnan Khan.
As the plot unfolds, Tunisha's
character who incidental ly
shares her name with the
original protagonist - Zara,
through a series of events,

Adnan in a new avatar

enters Kabir's life. Meanwhile,
Adnan as Kabir will be seen
playing the role of a bomb squad
expert but due to his unfortunate
past, he has become distant
from love, living in despair in a
remote town waiting for a
miracle to happen. (20-4)

Five arrested for ruckus during Congress protest at VMC
VADODARA: Five persons

were arrested in connection with
the ruckus at the Vadodara
Municipal Corporation (VMC)
during the protests by the
opposition Congress. An offence
regarding the incident was
registered with the Navapura
police station late on Friday
night.

A woman security guard of
the civic body had filed the
offence alleging that the
Congress workers had created
commotion at the civic body and

had also pushed security
personnel and mayor Dr
Jigeesha Sheth. The offence had
alleged that the incident was a
conspiracy by the accused.

The Navapura police
arrested Mitesh Parmar in
connection with the incident on
Friday night. Four others – Manoj
Acharya, Hasmukh Parmar, Vijay
Bumbadia and Mitesh Thakore
– were arrested on Saturday.

Parmar was presented
before a local court, which
granted him bail on Saturday.

Sources said that the other four
accused will be presented in the
court on Sunday.

The Congress, meanwhile,
continued to deny the role of its
workers in the incident. “The
episode is politically motivated

and aimed at diverting attention
from water woes. The footage
available from various sources
makes it evident that the people
around the mayor were BJP
members and security guards,”
said city unit Congress.

Ahmedabad: Jewellers in
Chennai city, like many of their
counterparts across India, have
extended their support to a novel
campaign that emanates out of
the fact that India ranks the
highest in world for prevalence
of anaemia among its women.
Making it more startling is the
fact that more than 50% of
women in urban India are
anaemic.

A novel campaign launched to
create awareness about Anaemia

Project Streedhan has been
crafted creatively in a form that
will appeal and resonate with
urban women; one that
motivates and inspires rather
than lectures.

The campaign attempts to
equate the importance of purity
of gold - a precious metal - with
that of the iron count in a
woman's body - another precious
metal, as it were. (20-4)

Ahmedabad: It is the magic
of the warm reds, oranges,
yellows and browns setting
ablaze the Swiss foliage in
Autumn, that truly stirs the
enamoured and passionate
heart. This season of perfect
temperatures, has nature putting
up its best grand display of
changing hues reflecting warm,
golden sunsets - an idyllic setting
sure to bring out the romance in
your loved one. It is also one of
the best times to travel to
Switzerland with your partner as
its shoulder season, a time when

BE SPELLBOUND BY THE ROMANCE
OF FALL IN SWITZERLAND

the best hotel and airline deals
are up for grabs. Lovebirds
who've got 'To walk down a fiery
orange-red-yellow tree-lined
avenue on a carpet of dried
leaves' on their bucket list, can
go, live their Autumn dream this
year!

For all couples - the foodies,
nature lovers, wine
connoisseurs, adventure-sports
junkies, or those just happy to
sit back and soak in the magic
of the season, here is a list of
'autumn things' you can do in
Switzerland. -


